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Abstract. Clio is a joint research project between the University of
Toronto and IBM Almaden Research Center started in 1999 to address
both foundational and systems issues related to the management of heterogeneous data. In this talk, I will take a look back over the last eight
years of this project to review its achievements, the lessons learned, and
the challenges that remain.
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The Clio project was founded to tackle the challenging issues raised by the
proliferation of independently developed data sources that are heterogeneous
in their design and content. Heterogeneous data sets contain data that have
been represented using different data models, different structuring primitives,
or different modeling assumptions. Such data sets often have been developed
and modeled with different requirements in mind. As a consequence, different
schemas may have been used to represent the same or related data. To manage
heterogeneous data, we must be able to manage these schemas and mappings
between the schemas. Clio is a management system for heterogeneous data that
couples traditional data management solutions with additional tools for creating, using and maintaining mappings between schemas. Our first results on
schema mapping generation [MHH00] were first demonstrated at SIGMOD 2001
[HMH01]. The main contributions of the Clio project include the following. .
Schema mapping generation. In many integration applications, data that conforms to a (source) schema (also called a local schema), may be queried or viewed
through another (target) schema (also called a global schema). The relationship
between the source and the target schema is modeled through a set of artifacts
called schema mappings. Prior to Clio, most work on automating schema mapping generation focused on finding simple attribute-attribute correspondences or
matches (using text similarity or natural language techniques). Clio introduced
a novel interactive mapping creation paradigm [MHH00] for creating mappings
that represent structural transformations of data. These mappings are created

using the semantics encoded in the schemas, and represent the semantic relationship between schemas. We have investigated how to automate the mapping
creation process, and how to effectively solicit user input when the semantics
of the schemas are ambiguous or incomplete [MHH00,PVM+ 02]. This work was
demonstrated at ICDE 2002 [HPV+ 02]. In addition, we have developed a datadriven visualization tool to help users understand and refine mappings as they
are generated [YMHF01]. We use carefully chosen data examples to explain mappings and alternative mappings to help a user arrive at a correct and complete
mapping. Most recently, we have considered the generation of mappings that
may be correlated with other mappings [FHH+ 06], work that was demonstrated
at ICDE 2007 [HHP+ 07]
Schema mapping specification. Mappings are specified using an expressive declarative language with a formal semantics. The mapping language is suitable for
relational schemas and for nested structures including XML schema, DTDs, and
concept hierarchies. The expressiveness of this mapping language enables a wide
range of transformations and makes the language suitable for use in a variety of
mapping applications [PVM+ 02,FHH+ 06].
In creating a mapping from a source schema to a target schema, we do not
assume that the schemas represent the same data. Certainly, there may be source
data that are not represented in the target. Additionally, there may be target
data that are not represented in the source. An accurate mapping must be able
to represent missing (unmapped) source and target data [PVM+ 02].
Using Mappings. The mappings produced by Clio can be used for both data integration (where the target data is virtual) [YP04] and for data exchange (where
the target data is materialized) [PVM+ 02]. For data exchange, we faced the
challenge of being able to generate new values for unspecified (unmapped) target data that are essential for ensuring the consistency of the target database.
Clio presented the first algorithm for data exchange in 2002 using a solution that
is guaranteed to generate a valid target database [PVM+ 02].
We have gone on to investigate some of the foundations of data exchange
[FKMP03,FKMP05] with a formal study of how data exchange differs from data
integration. Importantly, this formal study uses a mapping language (tuplegenerating dependencies) that are inspired by the Clio system. We have considered how to characterize the best data exchange solution [FKP05], how to do
data exchange in networks of peer schemas [FKMT06], how to compose mappings [FKPT05], and a number of other issues surrounding the use of mappings
[Fag06].
Mapping compilation and execution. Mappings can be compiled into executable
queries or programs which perform data exchange [PVM+ 02]. Depending on the
application environment, Clio can generate SQL queries, Xquery, XSLT, among
other formats, for execution. Alternatively, Clio also provides its own optimized
execution engine for efficient evaluation of data exchange programs [JHPH07].

Our declarative mapping formalism is sufficiently expressive to capture the semantics of a wide variety of integration and exchange applications, and as a
result, the ability to compile mappings into different runtime environments for
efficient execution is critical.
Managing and maintaining mappings. Our declarative mappings can be adapted
and reused more easily than low-level procedural mapping scripts. We have presented solutions for adapting mapping as schemas evolve [VMP03,VMP04,YP05],
demonstrated at ICDE 2004 [VMPM04].
Industrial impact. Clio technology has been transferred into IBM’s product lines,
and forms a core component of IBM’s Rational Data Architect [HHH+ 05]. The
use of declarative mappings (over hand-coded procedural scripts) is now considered “best-practice” in commercial products and Clio has lead the way in
changing the culture. In addition, Clio has been a leader in demonstrating that
both schemas and mappings are dynamic artifacts that must be managed effectively.
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